Cut out all rocks. Stack with cover on top and staple on top.

Cut out matchbooks on solid lines. Mountain fold on dotted lines. Write definitions inside books.

WHAT SKILLS WERE IMPORTANT TO THE VIKINGS? WHY?

WHY DIDN'T MOST VIKINGS RECEIVE AN EDUCATION?

WHAT DID THIS LACK OF KNOWLEDGE CAUSE?
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Cut out all pages on solid lines. Stack so there is one tap on the top and three tabs on the bottom. Define words on bottom tabs. After writing your own saga, page can be folded on dotted lines to fit under cover. Staple together where marked.
Cut on solid lines. Mountain fold on dotted lines. The bottom flap is a pocket. Put a small line of glue down the wrong sides of the pocket. Store cards inside pocket.
Cut out cards on solid lines. (Or use your own index cards) On the front, write words or sentences using the Rune characters. On the back, write the translation. Trade cards with sibling or parent and de-code using Rune Alphabet. Remember, you will sometimes need to get creative, as all the letters in our alphabet are not presented in the Viking Alphabet.